South Pacific Scale Masters
“A resounding success” ….. Roger Carrigg, (secretary) B.R.M.F.C., Vic.
The South Pacific Scale Masters was solely
Brian Green’s brainchild. He conceived
it, carried it through a difficult gestation
which was plagued by a few nasty little allergies, and finally delivered a very healthy
baby indeed. Brian also owns this magazine, and my small role therein is to report
on events.
My dilemma is obvious. Anything I
submit could fairly be interpreted as being
biased, whether intended or not. But I was
also a competitor. For the first time ever,
my three year old Tupolev TB3, complete
with the two deployable Polikarpov I16
fighters, was going to fly in a competition, and that fact allows me to write this
article based solely on my experience as a
competitor and leave the adjudication of
the event to others.

Tom Prosser’s Pace Spirit F4c.

Thursday

After an effortless trip, I arrived at the
Paradise Lakes Motel in Shepparton at
about 4.30pm. where my first task was to
set up my rather complex battery charging equipment. When all the appropriate
red lights were blinking, I set off to find
a Maccas or a fish ‘n’ chip shop. Before I
could get to my car I met David Anderson
and his charming wife Isabelle, who were
also on their way out.
I have known David for some years
through the Scale Association but had only
met Isabell once before. “We are going to
the Terminus Hotel for dinner” said they
– “ you must come and join us”. This kind
gesture set the tone for the entire weekend.

Dean Erby’s standout Albatross. Dean is from Taree NSW.

The realistic Albatross engine.

Friday

This unusual Pfalz DXH is from Gary Sunderland’s great collection.



As I was entered in the Team Scale
category I was delighted to have obtained
the services of Norm Edmunds to pilot the
Tupolev. Although one of the best model
pilots in Victoria, an instructor and large
model inspector, Norm prefers to keep a
low profile and many may not recognize
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All we need is scale grass! Alf William’s fantastic Fairey Swordfish. (F4C)

his name. He and/or Rod Mitchell have test
flown every model I have designed and
built in the last twelve years. Norm now
lives at Kyneton where he owns a hangar at
the airport to house his self-built, full size
Corby Starlet. He is also heavily involved
in the Sports Aircraft Association. Norm
and I had arranged to meet at the field at
7am for a re-acquaintance flight.
As the model had not flown for five
months and Norm had not flown it for over
twelve months, this was considered to be
essential. But it was not to be. Norm and I
plus the model etc. were there on time, but
the key to the field was not. By the time it
arrived a test flight was out of the question.
We barely had time to test start the engines.
Every competitor had had a copy of
the rules for weeks, so, after a welcome
from Brian and a brief resume of what was
expected from us, proceedings got off to a
brisk start. At this stage it might be beneficial to explain why I was in the competition at all. Usually I avoid this sort of thing
like the plague.
My larger models were designed for

demonstration flying (“show ponies”
would be a fair description) and were never
intended to fly competition manoeuvres
– hence my reticence. However, although
all the other categories were virtually full
( a total of thirty six flyers competed – a
fantastic number for an inaugural event),
Classic Team Scale had only one entry so
Brian asked me to enter to provide competition.
Team Scale is a sub category of Classic Scale in which someone other than
the builder flies the model although the
builder must be present. It is ideal for the
father/son combinations etc., and frankly
we were surprised that there were not more
entries. I suspect that the category was not
fully understood.
And so to our opposition!

Cliff and Debbie Walters had accompanied
their eleven year old son, Daniel, from
Launceston, Tas. for the event and may
have been unaccustomed to this level of
competition because they made their first
mistake within minutes of their arrival

Brian Borland flew from New Zealand especially for the event. This is his immaculate
F4C Miles Hawk Major.
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Delightful De-Havilland! The Chipmunk by Graham Harrod. (F4C)

F-4C podium, from the left, 3rd Dean (Albatross), 1st Pete McDermott, (Sopwith Snipe),
2nd Tom Prosser (Pace Spirit).

Pete McDermott’s Sopwith Snipe.
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Sopwith Snipe on Dawn patrol.
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If you can build like this, you too can be a World Champion!
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It could be real! The scratch built DH-82 Tiger Moth dives out of the sun. Barry James
from Paynesville (Vic) at the controls.

mistake within minutes of their arrival
– they established themselves in the pit bay
next to us! This, of course, led to non-stop
(good natured) banter for the whole three
days. This greatly contributed to the enjoyment of the weekend for our team and we
sincerely hope that it helped them to feel
welcome. They really were a delightful
family.
Out on the flight line, Round 1 of the
ARF category was proceeding well until
David (“Knobby”) Clarke had a small
misadventure which rendered his Kittyhawk unsuitable for further competition.
Although obviously disappointed, Knobby
stayed on for the entire three days and gave
sterling service as a judge. Those who
know Knobby would expect no less.
Fortunately this was to be the only
major accident of the meet, although over
the next two days two other models had to
withdraw due to mechanical or structural

Above: My personal favourite model of
the meet- Damien Mould’s awesome twin
turbine A-10 Warthog.

Classic and team scale static was
also judged by Frank Curzon, David
Hipperson and David Heathcote. 100
points were awarded to best model then
the others were compared then scored
accordingly. A quick and easy system.

Dave Brown’s scratch built Classic Scale
version of the Grumman Panther.
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malfunctions. And now to the important
part! (Team Scale). After experiencing
some difficulty in starting the Laser engine
in his beautifully detailed DH82 Tigermoth, Daniel Walters flew an excellent first
round, scoring 710.66.
Incidentally, it was good to see other
competitors go to Cliff and Daniel’s
aid when the Laser refused to start. The
problem was eventually traced to a faulty
onboard glow connection. Then it was our
turn. For those who are not familiar with
the Tupolev and its parasites, it should be
understood that each fighter is completely

Above: Barry Thomas from Bendigo
brings the big Cessna 165 in for another
perfect landing.

Classic Scale
podium, from
the left, 3rd
Dave Brown 3rd
(Panther), !st (Marie
Pedroz) on behalf
of Damien Mould
(A-10 Warthog), 2nd
Andy Bolle (Wilga).

self-contained with its own electric motor, B.E.C., Li-Po battery and 4 channel
receiver. (release, throttle, ailerons and
elevator).
After the designated pilots have been
given a signal, they flick down the gear
switch, the fighters drop from beneath the
wings of the bomber, and are then flown
just like any other model aircraft. At the
Masters, the list of guest pilots for the Polikarpovs read like a veritable “Who’s
Above: The interesting PZL
104 35A Wilga campaigned
by Ande Bolle’s in the
(Classic Scale) category.

This beautiful Sopwith
Triplane came all the way
from Blacktown NSW to
top score in static judging
(Classic Scale)
for Robert Zyp.
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Daniel and Cliff at the coalface

Who” of top talent flyers, and included
Neil Addicott, Andy Bolle, Michael Farnan, Dave McKeon and Damien Mould.
At the signal from Line Director Justin
Reynolds, the four OS40LAs started
quickly, the RCer electric motors in the
Polikarpovs were set to one quarter throttle
(to keep the B.E.C.s cool) and, after normal
control surfaces checks, Norm taxied the
big bomber on to the runway to commence
an excellent (totally unrehearsed) routine

“Team Walters” ( Daniel, Cliff and Debbie )

which included a perfectly synchronised
deployment of the Polikarpovs.
Score:- 767.5 ….. 46.84 ahead!
Daniel was not amused, in fact he
seemed very hard on himself for making an
occasional misjudgement. Norm and I tried

to cheer him up by telling him what a wonderful job he had done (true), and pointed
out that he should be proud of himself just
to be competing with flyers of our exulted
rank! Strangely, he did not seem to be
convinced …..
At the end of Round 1, Neil Addicott
was leading the ARF Class, Damien Mould
was ahead in the Classic Scale and Pete
McDermott was showing the way in F4C.
On the subject of our honoured guest from
the U.K., in my role as photographer for
the event, I spent quite some time with
Pete and his lovely wife, Kath, and came
to the conclusion that the most outstanding
aspect about Pete McDermott was , that he
wasn’t. (outstanding, that is!). No demands,
no “airs and graces”, no hat covered with
badges – just “one of the boys”.
When I expressed that opinion to him,
he said it was the nicest compliment he had
had in years. A thoroughly nice bloke. Of

The old girl can still look good – especially when it is Marie Pedroz
and Maurice Austin behind the cameras! (Ken Thomas’ Tupolev
T.B.3)

Team Scale Podium.
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one of it’s wings - almost certainly causing
a catastrophic drag imbalance affecting the
entire combination. “Forfeit the round!”,
said Dave. “I’ll fly it with one Poly!” said
Norm (surprisingly this is not as difficult as
one would expect).
“Never!” said I, “I’ll make a new part”.
And with borrowed tinsnips and a portable
drill immediately volunteered by Team
Walters, we did it, arriving at the ready box
already “On the Clock”. But, our troubles
were not over yet. In my panic to start the
engines, I very successfully flooded three
of them. My small portable starter soon
expired, and when I tried starting them by
hand, one engine expressed its displeasure
by giving me a really hard whack on the
finger. This resulted in blood all over me,
the plane and Dave. ( the cut itself was a
non-event, it’s just that I am an impressive bleeder!). It was Michael Farnan who
saved the day by rushing back to his pit and
Well known aerobatic pilot Cliff McIver
shows his Great Planes ARF Pitts Special.

course his flying and especially his
model, were on a more stratospheric level.
Saturday :-

Day two dawned with the weather still
good, except for a few dark clouds on
the horizon. This led to some wind and a
spot or two of rain late in the afternoon
but certainly not enough to stop proceedings. In the pits all was normal, with Team
Walters announcing that they expected a
quick reversal of our slender lead. Our side
was boosted by the arrival of my long-time
modelling associate, Dave McKeon, so
“Team Thommo”was now complete.
But, about thirty minutes before our
scheduled second round flight, disaster
struck. When attaching the Polikarpovs,
one of the team noticed a serious crack in
one of the small sheet brass components
that hold the little fighters in place. Failure
of the component would have meant that
the Polikarpov would have dangled from

The Grumman Panther has been carefully developed by the Model Engines (Aust)
staff, and is now the top seller in its class. Neil Addicott knows how to exploit its
performance!

returning with his super heavy duty portable starter which soon had the situation
under control.
We were just within the limits of the
rules as Norm took off. Unfortunately,
quite early in the flight, one of the fighters
suffered a premature evacuation! This may
have affected our score which was down
a little from the first round - in fact, 43.1
points below Daniel’s Second Round
Stephen Reece came all the way from
Perth (Tasmania, that is! ) to compete with
his ARF Fokker DR1 triplane.
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With Michael Farnan at the controls, the big Cessna 182 Skylane
reaches for the sky – and 3rd place in the ARF category.

score. But we were still 13.67 points ahead overall!
The other Category leaders after Round 2 were: ARF Michael
Farnan, Classic Scale Damien Mould, F4C Pete McDermott.
Saturday afternoon meant Round 3 for most of us, and it
was then that the wind started to make its presence felt. Team
Thommo fluked a relatively calm period and Norm flew his second highest score of our entire campaign reaching 745.66. Daniel
had no such luck and flew a 634.15 in adverse conditions for his
model. We were now 125.7 points ahead. Obviously the cream
was rising to the top!
Other items of interest in Round 3 were that Andy Bolle
didn’t fly, whilst Stephen Green flew a blinder in ARF to reach
the highest individual score of the meet in ARF, Classic and
Team Scale. (F4C is scored differently ). I have never seen
Stephen look so “comfortable” as he does with the Behotec turbine powered, Grumman Panther.
ARF and Classic Scale leaders after Round 3 were : ARF
Cliff McIver, Classic Damien Mould, With Tom Prosser giving
Pete McDermott a hard time in F4C, and all other categories still
up for grabs, it was obvious that Sunday was going to be something special.
Sunday

The ubiquitous Piper Cub as presented by Cliff Fiddes from
Dingley VIC. Cliff was competing in the ARF category with
electric power..

Came the dawn and with it something we did not expect – fog!
Frankly, this did not worry me at all because fog means still air,
and in northern Victoria it usually burns off quickly. Actually, it
took a little longer than usual but by 10am we were back in business. Of course it takes more than a bit of fog to stop some of our
more enthusiastic characters. Long before it lifted Andy Bolle
produced a tiny (about 15” wingspan) EP model and proceeded
to terrorize anyone who got within range!
Whilst someone rushed off to find a fly swatter, Norm Edmunds grabbed a towel and played bullfighter with it! I tell this
story for no other reason than to demonstrate the wonderful level
of good humour and camaraderie amongst the participants.
Back in the air Team Thommo flew a trouble free pattern
scoring 736.16. But young Daniel Walters had flown a magnificent round of 771.83 – his highest for the competition. When the
lowest two rounds were dropped, the highest two averaged and
the static scores added, this was going to be tight! Meanwhile, the
final scores in F4C (after adjustments) showed that Pete McDermott had just held off Tom Prosser.
In Classic Scale Damien Mould had to forfeit round 4 to return to his extremely important employment as a medical evacuation helicopter pilot, but he had amassed sufficient points in his
two best rounds to win the class. His fabulous twin turbine A10
“Warthog” was my personal favourite model of the meet.
The leadership had changed after every round in the ARF
class, but after all the adjustments had been calculated it was
Stephen Green who prevailed – less than six points ahead of Neil
Addicott flying an identical model.
Which only leaves Team Scale.

When all the flying scores had been worked out Team Walters
had compiled 741.24 points, whilst Team Thommo had 756.58
- Fifteen points ahead . BUT , when the static scores were
added, Daniel surged ahead – 841.24 to our 822.58. We were
beaten! By an ELEVEN year old TASMANIAN. Oh, the shame
of it!! What can I say, except we had such a good weekend that
winning or not seemed irrelevant. And let’s face it – this kid can
fly. So from Norm, Dave and I - Go Daniel!
Matthew Bailey (Vic) with a C182
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“His Masters
Voice!”
Brian Green
welcomes the
competitors.

ARF podium, from
the left, 3rd Mike
Farnan (C182), 1st
Stephen Green
(Panther), 2nd Neil
Addicot (Panther).

And now, as promised, I will leave it to
others to pass judgment on the event.
(No quotation has been altered).
“Aeromodelling was the winner” Brian
Dart, president V.R.F.
“Fantastic – we’ll be back” Cliff, Debbie and Daniel Walters, Launceston TAS
“The best thing scale modelling has
seen in Victoria for a long time. The camaraderie has been superb” Barry James,
Paynesville, VIC.
“A beautifully run event. Incredible
organisation with very rapid scoring, yet
carried out in a wonderfully relaxed atmosphere” Peter McDermott, U.K. 1992 F4C
World Champion 1st Static & 3rd overall
- 2006 F4C World Championships
“Absolutely magic” Dave Brown, Lithgow, NSW,
“ Magnificent models – beautiful
weather. What more could anyone ask
for?” Gary Sunderland, Bacchus Marsh,
VIC

David (“Knobby”) Clarke proved what a
good sport he was, still managing to smile
despite writing off his P40E Kittyhawk.
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Brian Borland
stands up to be
counted. Five F4C
judges are required
for an international
competition.

“Fantastic! A very, very well run
event.” Adrian Sumner (sec.) Valley Radio
Flyers, Shepparton.
“Well prepared and very competently
run” John Kinnane, Sutherland Shire,
Sydney, NSW
“In 28 years of RC competition, this has
been the most relaxing and friendly event
that I have ever attended” Michael Farnan,
Managing Director, Model Engines (Aust)
“It was a type of event where your
toughest competitor was the one who
came to help if you were in trouble” Tom
Prosser, Nowra, NSW
“When’s the next one?” Stephen and
Tina Reece, Launceston, TAS
“I would like to see this become an
annual event and, if so, I would encourage
other overseas modellers to attend” Brian
Borland, Auckland, NZ
“The bar has been raised” David McKeon, K.D.M.A.S, VIC
“From my point of view, I just had a
ball!” Brian Hutchinson, Bairnsdale, VIC

In conclusion

The presentation ceremony was a
surprisingly emotional affair. It was as if
everybody sensed that they had just taken
part in something special, or perhaps that
some of us may never meet again. Cliff
Walters even gave me a hug! On a lighter
side, I won the Ladies’ Choice award (“Oh
Lord, it’s hard to be humble!”)
But Andy Bolle got the last word. As
afore mentioned, Damien Mould was unable to attend on Sunday, so Andy’s pretty
and vivacious friend, Marie, accepted
Damien’s first place (Classic Scale) award
on his behalf. (holding a spray pack of
Exit Mould!) Thereafter Andy announced
to anyone who would listen, that he was
going to sleep with the first prize recipient.
We can only hope that he meant Marie!
		
Ken Thomas
P.S. I would like to sincerely thank
Maurice Austin, Andy Bolle and Marie
Pedroz for their contributions to the photographs that accompany this article.
Ken Thomas
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